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Welcome
The Impact of Technological Change
on the Surgical Profession 2016:
Evidence Based Practices

This event is made possible through the generous support of
the McGill University Faculty of Medicine,
the Department of Surgery, the Department of
Social Studies of Medicine and the Jewish General
Hospital Foundation

Logistics, Coordination & Communications
Barbara Reney, MEdTech, Surgical Research & Services

AGENDA
DAY 1: Wednesday, 23 March 2016
9:30 - Lawrence Rosenberg and Thomas Schlich, organizational matters and introduction to the topic
9:45 - Introductory Round of Participants

Morning Session Chair: Alberto Cambrosio
10:00 - Jonathan Kimmelman, McGill University: Evidence in Translational Research and Surgery
10:45 - George Weisz, McGill University: Body Counts: The History of Statistics in Medicine
11:30 - coffee break
12:00 - Ulrich Tröhler, University of Bern, Switzerland: The Numerical Method in Surgery in 18th and 19th
Century Britain
13:00 - lunch break

1st Afternoon Session Chair: Harvey Sigman
14:00 - Stephanie Snow, University of Manchester, UK: Re-Calculating Risk: Patients, Surgeons and Early
Anaesthesia.
15:00 - Coffee break

2nd Afternoon Session Chair: Gerald Batist
15:30 - Sally Frampton, University of Oxford, UK: Statistics and Abdominal Surgery: Ovariotomy
16:30 - End of Presentations

DAY 2: Thursday, 24 March 2016
Morning Session Chair: David Mulder
9.30 - Christopher Crenner, University of Kansas: Placebo Surgery: Evolving Use of Sham Controls in
Trials of Surgical and Invasive Procedures
10:30 - Coffee Break
11:00 - David Jones, Harvard University: The History of Clinical Trials in Surgery
12:00 - Lunch Break

Afternoon Session Chair: Abraham Fuks
13:00 - Gerald Fried, McGill University: Case Histories, Registers, RCTs – Various Kinds of Evidence and
Their Uses in Surgery
14:00 - Discussion: Evidence in Surgical Innovation: Past, Present, Future
15:00 - End of the workshop

Host: Lawrence Rosenberg, MD, PhD

We stand at the confluence of some rather significant changes that are
rapidly transforming both the profession and practice of Medicine. This calls
for flexibility and imagination in our understanding of what medicine and
surgery in particular should and will be. Surgery more than most medical
specialties has born the brunt of this assault, and it is noteworthy to observe
the tension engendered by the professional responses that are characterized
by both cognitive dissonance and thoughtful engagement.

Dr. Lawrence Rosenberg is Professor of Surgery at McGill University

with extensive experience as a clinician-scientist, educator, and consultant in
the area of diabetes research and pancreatic islet cell regeneration. He served
as Director of the Multi-Organ Transplant Program at the Montreal General Hospital, inaugurating
McGill’s Pancreas Transplant Program and led the team that performed the first successful liver
transplant at McGill. He received his medical degree and specialty training in general surgery, a Master
of Science degree and a doctorate in experimental surgery all from McGill. He completed post-doctoral
studies and a surgical fellowship in transplantation at the University of Michigan. He holds a Master of
Engineering degree from the University of Waterloo, concentrating on knowledge management and
innovation.
Dr. Rosenberg’s research has achieved both national as well as international recognition by funding
agencies the JDRF, CIHR, FRSQ, NCE-Stem Cell Network of Canada as well as by industry professionals
and donors. He has received many career awards and fellowships including a Medical Research Council
of Canada Scholarship, a McLaughlin Foundation Fellowship, a Chercheur-National Award from the
Quebec government and is the only Canadian to have received the prestigious American Surgical
Association Foundation Fellowship.
Dr. Rosenberg joined the Jewish General Hospital in 2007 as Chief of Surgical Services. He was
instrumental developing and implementing innovative partnerships, leadership training programs to
improve the quality of patient care, Transformational Change initiative in 2011 inspiring staff to
significantly increase operational efficiency and reduce waste hospital-wide, thus redirecting funds into
improved patient care. In 2013, a track record of success led to his appointment as Executive Director
of the JGH and then in 2015 to his current role as President and CEO of the newly Integrated Health
and Social Services University Network for West-Central Montreal (West-Central Montreal Health CIUSSS).
Publicaitons: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Rosenberg+L%2C+McGill

Host: Thomas Schlich, MD, PhD
Throughout history, and in particular, over the past 200 years doctors and
scientists have used different strategies to answer the questions: How do we
know this one technique or procedure is better for the patient than another?
How do we know this really works? What tools can we use to obtain the most
accurate, most reliable proof, the evidence to support the usefulness and safety
of any surgical innovation? Do we rely on case reports, animal experiments,
clinical studies of different kinds, up to the most sophisticated Randomized
Controlled Trials? All have been employed as a basis for evaluation. But what
counted as valid evidence and the means by which it was obtained in the past
has changed over time and is still changing at present.
By examining current evidence-based practices against those used in the past, their methods
and findings, can provide valuable clues about how to deal with the precarious and elusive nature of
evidence in surgery and medicine more generally. This workshop brings together practitioners,
ethicists, researchers and historians to discuss the various kinds of evidence obtained by such methods
- how they were introduced in the past, how they are being used now, and possible strategies for the
future.

Dr. Thomas Schlich is the James Professor McGill in the History of Medicine, Department of

Social Studies of Medicine, McGill University. Prior to his appointment at McGill University in 2002 he
was an active physician at the University Hospital in Marburg germany. Since then he has held research
and teaching positions in the history of medicine at Cambridge, England, Stuttgart and Freiburg,
Germany. He held a Heisenberg Fellowship of the German Research Council (DFG) (2000-2002) and a
Canada Research Chair (2002-2012).
Dr. Schlich’s main research interest is the history of modern medicine and science (18th-21st
centuries); he is PI of a CIHR-funded research project on the history of minimally invasive surgery and is
currently writing a book with the preliminary title “Controlled Intervention: the History of Modern
Surgery 1800-1914”
Publications: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Schlich+T%2C+McGill

Chair: Alberto Cambrosio, PhD
Chair, Social Studies of Medicine, McGill University
Sociologist of Biomedicine

Professor Alberto Cambrosio’s work centres on biomedical

practices and innovation, in particular at the clinical–laboratory
interface, with a focus on the application of genomic technologies to
the diagnosis and the therapy of cancer, and the development of cancer
clinical trials as a new style of practice. His most recent project (funded
by the SSHRCC, FQRSC and CIHRh) examines ‘genomics in action’, i.e.,
as applied to concrete instances of medical work, by investigating
public, academic and commercial programs that capitalize on the
therapeutic insights offered by the new molecular genetics of cancer.
In his most recent work, co-authored with Peter Keating, titled: Cancer on Trial: Oncology as
a New Style of Practice,(in press), he argues that, contrary to common assumptions, clinical trials
do not boil down to mere “technology” or a few methodological principles: rather, they are an
institution that corresponds to a profound transformation of biomedical activities. They rise to the
level of a “new style of practice”, insofar as they generate novel, distinctive ways of producing and
assessing medical knowledge. As such, they signal a collective turn in medical research (via largescale networks of clinical researchers) that reorders the relations between private and public
institutions, establishes new interfaces between research laboratories and clinical settings (and,
most recently, biotech companies) and redefines the relation between patients and medical
practitioners.
Publications: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Cambrosio+A+McGill

Chair: Harvey sigman, MD
Emeritus Professor of Surgery, McGill University
Surgeon, Jewish General Hospital

Dr. Harvey Sigman graduated from McGill University
Faculty of Medicine in 1957. He trained in General Surgery in the
McGill Diploma Course , which included a regis trarship at the
Postgraduate Medical School, (now Imperial College , London) ,
Hammersmith Hospital. He served as Dr. L.D. MacLean's first chief
resident in 1962 at the Royal Victoria Hospital. He began his
surgical career at the Jewish General Hospital where he became
Chief of the Division of General Surgery (1989-2008) .
Education has always been Dr. Sigman’s priority and over the years he has served as Director of
Surgical Education at the Jewish General Hospital between 1969 and 2002 where he integrated
the training of surgical students into the university program . He was Assistant Dean, Medical
Education and Student Affairs , McGill University from 1993 to 1997, Chair of the Curriculum
Committee of the Association for Surgical Education, 1995 to 1997) and Co-Chair of McGill
University Institutional Review Board since 2000.
In 1990 Dr. Sigman introduced laparoscopic surgery to the Division of General Surgery at the
Jewish General Hospital where he played an important role in creating a coordinated university
program to develop teaching and research in this new field . He became asexual harassment
officer at McGill University in 1998 and was Coordinator of the Sexual Harassment Office from
2001 to2006) . He was recipient of the Governor General Queen's Silver Jubilee Medal and
received the McGill University Department of Surgery Residents' Award for Excellence in Teaching .
He was named to the Faculty Honour List for Educational Excellence in its inaugural year
Publications: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Sigman+HH%2C+McGill

Chair: Gerald Batist, MD
Minda de Gunzburg Professor of Oncology at McGill
Director, Segal Cancer Centre
Chief of Oncology, JGH
Director, McGill Centre for Translational Research in Cancer
Scientific Director, Quebec-Clinical Research Organization in Cancer
(Q-CROC)
Deputy Director, Lady Davis Institute
Fellow of the Canadian Academy of Health Sciences

Dr. Gerald Batist’s research programs are in novel therapeutics,

and he’s made significant contributions to the development of new cancer
treatments. He leads a highly successful laboratory and clinical research
program, with over 200 scientific publications and a number of book
chapters relating to his research interests. He also leads major Quebec,
Canadian and international consortia that focus on personalised medicine, including a recently
awarded Canadian National Centre of Excellence.
As Chairman of Oncology at McGill, Dr. Batist has consistently nurtured the development of a
number of highly innovative multidisciplinary programs that are amongst the first of their kind in
Canada. He has trained many scientists and clinical oncologists, and also practices medical
oncology
Publications: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Batist+G%2C+McGill

Chair: David S. Mulder, MD
H. Rocke Robertson Professor of Surgery, McGill University
Senior Surgeon, Division of Thoracic Surgery, Montreal General Hospital,
MUHC

Dr. David S. Mulder’s main area of research over the years
has been in field of trauma injury. He received his MD degree magna
cum laude from the College of Medicine, University of Saskatchewan in
1962 and did residency training in General Surgery at the Montreal
General Hospital/McGill University from 1963 - 67. During this time he
also did research and obtained a Master of Science Degree in
Experimental Surgery. He then moved to the University of Iowa to
complete two years of residency in Cardiovascular and Thoracic
Surgery then became a Research Associate in the Department of
Physiology at McGill. He was appointed to the Faculty in 1970.
Based on talent and leadership qualities he became Surgeon-in-Chief at the Montreal General
Hospital in 1977, was appointed Professor of Surgery in 1978, and Chairman of the Department of
Surgery at McGill University in 1982. In 2000, he became Head of the Divisions of Cardiac and
Thoracic Surgery. David Mulder is also Medical Director of the McGill Sports Medicine Centre and
Consulting Staff for the Montreal Canadiens Hockey Club and Alouette Football Club.
Dr. Mulder was the first recipient of the H. Rocke Robertson Chair in Surgery at McGill University
and has contributed to medical science by publishing over 225 scientific papers and chapters. He
has played leadership roles on numerous medical & surgical boards and was instrumental in the
development of a trauma care system in Quebec as a member of the Trauma Committee of the
Province of Quebec. In October 2015, the Montreal General Hospital Trauma Centre became the
Dr. David S. Mulder Trauma Centre.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/dr-david-mulder-renowned-trauma-specialist-honoured-bymuhc-1.3280831
Publications: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mulder+DS%2C+McGill

Chair: Abraham Fuks, MD
Professor, Faculty of Medicine, McGill University

Dr. Abraham Fuks is a Professor in the

Department of Medicine, Pathology and Oncology at
McGill University. He served as Dean of the Faculty of
Medicine at McGill from 1995 to 2006 and was a
Visiting Professor in the Department of Social
Medicine at Harvard University in 2007-2008.
His
current scholarly interests include the language of
medicine and its metaphoric structure and the study of
narratives in the clinical dyad. Following training in
Internal Medicine and Clinical Immunology in the
McGill teaching hospital network, he proceeded to a 3 year period of postdoctoral training at
Harvard University in the fields of immunogenetics and histocompatibility antigens. He received his
initial faculty position at McGill in 1978. His research interests include the immunogenetics of
diabetes, the biology of tumour-associated antigens and cell adhesion molecules and ethical
aspects of the design of trials involving human subjects.
Publications: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Fuks+A%2C+McGill

Speaker: Jonathan Kimmelman, PhD
Abstract: Evidence in Translational Research and Surgery.
All medical applications begin their existence as poisons, and
through the arduous work of clinical development, are transformed into
therapies. This transformation, however, confronts numerous ethical,
scientific, and social challenges. In this talk, I will begin by offering a
model that understands clinical development as consisting of two
steps. In the first, the clinical researcher identifies a set of materials,
practices and beliefs that, when combined as a package (the
“intervention ensemble”) elicits a reasonable probability of a target
outcome. In the second step, the clinical researcher sets out to
vindicate the intervention ensemble against a standard of care
comparator. I will then extend this model to surgery and composite
interventions (i.e. interventions, like cell therapies, that require surgical delivery). I will close by
describing how this model can inform recurrent debates in clinical translation of composite
interventions, including those surrounding subject selection, use of sham comparators, informed
consent, and the uptake of novel strategies into clinical practice.

Professor Jonathan Kimmelman is Associate Professor in the Biomedical Ethics Unit /

Social Studies of Medicine at McGill University, with a cross appointment in Experimental Medicine.
His research centers on the intersection of scientific practice and ethics. Currently, Kimmelman is
pursuing four main research programs: 1- study of preclinical research practices; 2- study of
practices in mid-stages of clinical development; 3- development of a more robust framework for
research ethics, and 4- metascience.
Kimmelman's research centers on the ethical, social, scientific dimensions of drug and
diagnostics development, and policy challenges in testing novel medical technologies in human
beings ("translational clinical research"). His current projects investigate risk, prediction, validity
and knowledge value across the trajectory of drug development. Another set of projects is pursuing
alternative frameworks and understandings concerning the role and content of clinical research
ethics. Kimmelman directs the Group for Studies of Translation, Ehtics, and Medicine (Stream).
Kimmelman has been a commentator in numerous media outlets, including the New York
Times, Globe and Mail, and BBC World Service and has served in an advisory capacity for the
World Medical Association, FDA, and the Canadian Institute of Health Research. He currently chairs
the ethics and public policy committee of the International Society of Stem Cell Research, and was a
member of the Institute of Medicine Committee on Ethics Principles and Guidelines for Health
Standards for Long Duration and Exploration Spaceflights. He is a member of the National Heart
Lung and Blood Institute Gene and Cell Therapy Data Safety Monitoring Board.
Publications: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kimmelmen+J%2C+Mcgill

Speaker: George Weisz, PhD
Abstract: : The History of Statistics in Medicine
While counting occurred in medicine in various forms during the

18th century, it was transformed into basic activity of medical researchers in the
Paris clinic of the early 19th century. This paper will describe the movement led
by Pierre Louis to introduce simple statistical thinking into discussion of
medical therapy. The effort while not completely successful did introduce the
routine practice of many physicians and surgeons and provided the basis for
the more widespread and successful spread of statistics during the 20th
century. Ironically, the rise of evidence-based medicine at the end of the 20th
century evoked almost exactly the same kind of criticisms’ as Louis earlier
effort.

Professor George Weisz is the Cotton-Hannah Chair of the History of Medicine

Department at McGill University. He received his PhDs in History from Stony Brook University and
in Sociology from the University of Paris 5 (Descartes). His research has focused on healthcare in
Europe and North America between the 19th and 21st centuries and two most recent books
are: ‘Chronic Disease in the Twentieth Century: A History’ (2014) and ‘Divide and Conquer: A
Comparative History of Medical Specialization’, 1830-1950(2006). He has also written books about
the creation of French universities during the Third Republic and the Paris Academy of Medicine
in the 19th century. Dr. Weisz has edited five collective volumes including ‘The History and
Sociology of Quantification in Medicine’ (2006) and ‘Greater than the Parts: Holism in
Biomedicine 1920-1950 (1998). He has written articles on mineral waters, national differences in
gynecological practices, and efforts at international standardization notably through practice
guidelines. He is currently working on institutions of global health, national and international
efforts to organize effective primary care, and trends in medical education. He has been a Visiting
Professor at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (Paris), the Max Planck Institute for
the History of Science (Berlin) and the Université de Paris 1 (Sorbonne) and INSERM (Paris). In
1998 he obtained the Burroughs Wellcome Fund 40th Anniversary Career Award in the History of
Medicine and Science. In 2013 he received the American Journal Of Public Health's 2012 Paper
of the Year Award.
Publications: https://www.mcgill.ca/ssom/facultyinfo/weisz

Speaker: Ulrich Tröhler, MD, PhD
Abstract: Innovations and numerical evaluation of surgery in the 18th and
19th centuries

The late 18th and 19th centuries witnessed the introduction of
several innovative surgical approaches for managing, for instance,
urinary bladder stones, cataract and gunshot wounds of the limbs.
Numerical evaluation was a common feature of reports of surgical
innovations. Most of these are now forgotten, but concern about
wound infection persists. In the 1860s, antisepsis was introduced as a
new surgical intervention. Extensive use was made of statistics in
British debates comparing antisepsis with simple cleanliness, and the
evaluative approaches used then remain relevant to the evaluation of
innovative surgical methods today.

Dr. Ulrich Tröhler is a member of the German Academy of Sciences (Leopoldina), the
Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences, a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in Edinburgh. and
the founding president of the European Association for the History of Medicine and Health. In 1997
he chaired the "First World Conference on Ethics Codes in Medicine and Biotechnology". He holds
doctorate degrees in experimental research from the University of Bern along with another in the
history of medicine from the Wellcome Institute / University of London. Between 1980 and 1983 He
did a residency for medical history at the University of Basel, and in 1994 became Professor at the
Institute of the History of Medicine at the University of Göttingen. In this capacity, he also taught at
the Academy for Ethics in Medicine which he co-founded. From 1994/95 and again from 2005/06 he
was director of the Institute for the History of Medicine at the University of Freiburg i. Br. He is a
member of the Board of the Centre for Ethics and Law in Medicine (ZERM) at the University
Hospital.
Dr. Tröhler is also co-editor of the James Lind electronic library at www.jameslindlibrary.org .
This Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh website illustrates and aims to improve the general
understanding of the characteristics and need for fair trials of therapeutic interventions in the health
sector. He has contributed a great many original records on surgery to the website (2/3 of the 43
records selected between 1575 and 1930), written commentaries, essays and brief histories; all these
entries are freely available. Records representing a new procedure were often selected and the
question of the evidence presented to endorse its validity was studied.

1753, Gaspar Traversi,Anagoria

Speaker: Stephanie Snow, PhD
Abstract: Re-Calculating Risk: Patients, Surgeons and Early Anaesthesia
The introduction of anaesthesia to surgical practice in the
1840s was a watershed in the history of surgery, making painless
operations a norm of practice over a twenty or so year period.
Surgery had always been undertaken within an overarching
therapeutic rationale of balancing the risks against the benefits of a
procedure and pain was understood to perform a vital function. But
anaesthesia caused patients and surgeons to reconfigure their
understandings of pain in the surgical context. Ways of quantifying
and measuring surgical risks against benefits had to be recalculated
to take account of both the new understandings of pain as
purposeless and the risks of the anaesthetic process itself. Meanings and practice of surgery
changed for both patients and surgeons: the process of becoming unconscious became a source
of patient fear; the new function of anaesthesia gave rise to new personnel within the surgical team
and introduced new routines to the operating theatre. More broadly the strong portrayal of
anaesthesia as a manifestation of humanitarianism reshaped the social identity of surgery,
shrouding it from long associations with pain and brutality.

Professor Stephanie Snow is a senior research associate at the University of Manchester

UK. She is a historian of medicine and science with publications ranging from the nineteenth
century to the twentieth century and beyond. Her core interest lies in analysing and understanding
the relations between the knowledge, practice and performance of medicine and science across
periods, social contexts, cultures and geographies. Current research interests are medicine and
healthcare since 1945 particularly: anaesthesia and consciousness; global history of stroke;
healthcare systems as social organisms; history and policy.
Publications: http://www.manchester.ac.uk/research/stephanie.snow/publications

The first use of ether as an anesthetic,
1846 by the dental surgeon W.T.G.
Morton.

Speaker: Sally Frampton, PhD
Abstract: ‘An Eminently Uncertain Operation’: Ovariotomy and the
Value of Statistics
During the 1840s a small group of practitioners began
performing a procedure that was soon recognised to be a striking
surgical innovation: ovariotomy, an operation to remove ovarian
tumours. Ovariotomy signalled the encroachment of surgery upon the
abdominal cavity as practitioners began to open the once feared
peritoneum to remove the diseased organs. An operation that entailed
great risk to the patient, but which also represented a major
development in the treatment of ovarian disease and in surgery more
generally, ovariotomy engendered wide scale debate as to the
justifiability of its performance. It was a debate that was intertwined
with the expansion of the weekly medical press as, increasingly, ovariotomists were expected to
publish the results of their operations as soon as possible so that an overall mortality rate for the
procedure could be calculated.
Statistics were viewed as a crucial part of conveying the true risks of the operation, but, as
some surgeons argued, how could mere mortality rates, stripped of details, adequately represent a
patient’s pathology, the unexpected of the internal body or the multitude of risks in the days after
an operation? The longer narrative of the case history on the other hand, enabled surgeons the
opportunity to explain and justify events, particularly fatal outcomes. Patient narrative – albeit
mediated by practitioners – was crucial to this and emotive histories conveying patients’ journeys to
the operating table were often deployed to emphasise the patient’s choice to undergo ovariotomy.

Professor Sally Frampton is a Postdoctoral Research Assistant at the University of Oxford,

UK. Her doctoral thesis explored the history of ovariotomy; a procedure that involved opening the
abdomen to operate on suspected diseased ovary and which achieved notoriety during the
Victorian era. It was the first abdominal operation in Britain to become a regular part of surgical
procedure and thus acts as a pertinent case study through which to investigate how surgical
knowledge, practice and etiquette were constructed. Her research highlighted the limitations to the
historical discourses which ovariotomy has previously been situated in. For example revisionist
feminist histories where the intellectual agenda of deconstructing gender relations between
patients and doctors has dominated. It offered instead new approaches to the historicization of
ovariotomy through themes such as intellectual property, business and the "afterlife" of successful
innovations. She also worked on the recent history of British surgery, in particular the introduction of
'keyhole' techniques, and retains a strong interest in all things relating to the history of anatomy and
surgery.

http://www.st-annes.ox.ac.uk/about/people/profile?tx_oxford_pi1[staff]=471&cHash=8ea9446b25602926d71ac189c29f4685

Speaker: Christopher Crenner, MD, PhD
Abstract: Placebo Surgery: Evolving Use of Sham Controls in Trials of
Surgical and Invasive Procedures
The proliferation of new surgical techniques in the midtwentieth century created a challenge to the standard means for testing
and validating surgical treatment. Surgeons had traditionally tested new
procedures using case-series and case reports, with the outcomes
assessed primarily by the operator. But a growing ambition to achieve
lasting functional improvements through surgery brought the placeboeffect under scrutiny.
Did the placebo-effects of surgery strongly
influence the outcomes of treatment? The highly visible success of
randomized, placebo-controlled trials of pharmaceuticals in the 1950s
further pressed the question.

Dr. Christopher Crenner is Professor & Chair of History and Philosophy of Medicine
University of Kansas Medical Centre. His research aims to map the changing relationship between
biomedical sciences and medical practice historically. His first book, Private Practice (Johns
Hopkins, 2005) examined how new technology affected the interactions between physician and
patient , exploring patient correspondence and medical practice records of the physician, Richard
Cabot. Cabot was by turns both a prominent advocate for and an incisive critic of the new
technology of early twentieth-century medicine and documents new dilemmas emerging in the
application of a technologically complex medicine. He has also investigated how concepts of race
and racial science affected medicine during this same critical period and published a study of
considerations of racial difference in medical practice A paper under review traces evolving
methods for establishing normality in medical laboratories in the 1920s and 1930s, and a critique of
the implicit racial bias in these methods promoted by an overlooked African American scientist of
the time, Julian Herman Lewis.
Dr. Crenner’s overriding goal in medical education is to support the intellectual growth of
physicians who can think critically about their work, and who can account for the many factors that
influence their patients' health. Medicine is in the midst of rapid change. Some of the largest
challenges facing physicians today lie at the interface of the profession and the wider society. I am
concerned that future physicians who try to "keep their heads down," may wind up disillusioned.
Our medical graduates should feel that they understand and can influence the social dimensions of
health and healing in their careers and their daily work. History provides an excellent guide for
understanding the changing contours and responsibilities of the field of medicine. Historically
informed graduates will stand an excellent chance of finding a path through professional change
enable them to remain valuable to their patients and their profession through a long, satisfying
career.
Publications: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Crenner+C%2C+Kansas

Speaker: David S. Jones, PhD
Abstract: The History of Clinical Trials in Surgery
All medical applications begin their existence as poisons, and
through the arduous work of clinical development, are transformed into
therapies. This transformation, however, confronts numerous ethical,
scientific, and social challenges. In this talk, I will begin by offering a
model that understands clinical development as consisting of two steps.
In the first, the clinical researcher identifies a set of materials, practices
and beliefs that, when combined as a package (the “intervention
ensemble”) elicits a reasonable probability of a target outcome. In the
second step, the clinical researcher sets out to vindicate the intervention
ensemble against a standard of care comparator. I will then extend this
model to surgery and composite interventions (i.e. interventions, like cell therapies, that require
surgical delivery). I will close by describing how this model can inform recurrent debates in clinical
translation of composite interventions, including those surrounding subject selection, use of sham
comparators, informed consent, and the uptake of novel strategies into clinical practice.

Professor David Jones is A. Bernard Ackerman Professor of the Culture of Medicine at
Harvard University where he pursued a Ph.D. in History of Science and an M.D. at Harvard Medical
School (2001). He trained as a psychiatrist at Massachusetts General Hospital and McLean Hospital,
worked two years as a staff psychiatrist in the Psychiatric Emergency Service at Cambridge Hospital
then in 2005 joined the faculty at MIT as an Assistant Professor of the History and Culture of Science
and Technology. From 2004 to 2008 Professor Jones directed the Center for the Study of Diversity in
Science, Technology, and Medicine at MIT. In 2009 he was appointed as a MacVicar Faculty Fellow,
MIT’s highest honor for faculty who have made sustained contributions to undergraduate education.
He also taught as a lecturer in the Department of Global Health and Social Medicine at Harvard
Medical School, where he was awarded the 2010 Donald O'Hara Faculty Prize for Excellence in
Teaching. In 2011 he left MIT to join the Harvard faculty full time as the inaugural A. Bernard
Ackerman Professor of the Culture of Medicine, a joint position between the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences and the Faculty of Medicine. The Ackerman Program at Harvard University fosters
collaborations in the medical humanities and social sciences.
Publications: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Jones+DS%2C+Harvard

Speaker: Gerald Fried, MD
Abstract: Case Histories, Registers, RCTs – Various Kinds of Evidence and Their
Uses in Surgery

Surgical care is directed at providing an effective and durable solution
to a medical problem. Surgical progress has enabled extraordinary
improvements in quality of life and longevity for open-heart surgery,
transplantation, joint replacement, and intravenous nutrition. Surgical
innovation has evolved and many of the advances relate integrating
traditional values of surgical care at lower cost to the patient when cost
refers to pain, suffering and loss of productivity. Chief among these recent
advances is image-guided or minimally invasive surgery. intended to
diminish the damage of surgical access while preserving the benefits of
surgical care.
As surgery has evolved, the evidence to support the application of surgical advances has
evolved, and the quality of the evidence must necessarily improve. In the context of surgical
innovation, high quality evidence is essential to demonstrate safety, effectiveness and value.
The priority in the creation of evidence in support of a new procedure, or process of care, is to
identify the relevant outcome measures and to collect data prospectively and for sufficient length of
time to reveal the impact of the innovation. Case series generally collate the outcomes of a single
surgeon, or a small group of surgeons, when applying a new procedure to a small and selected
patient group. These case series play an important role to provide the proof of concept and are a
starting point to evaluate the procedure.

Dr. Gerald Fried’s research is in surgical innovation, education and outcomes. His surgical
education research is directed at teaching and evaluating procedural skills. He and his group have
developed metrics of procedural performance that are reliable and valid, which can be applied in a
simulated environment and in clinical practice. His work also addresses the “learning curve”,
defining standards of proficiency, and transfer of training from the simulated to the clinical
environment. He had led the development of the manual skills component of the Fundamentals of
Laparoscopic Surgery Program, a mandatory requirement for certification in surgery in the U.S. His
other area of research addresses clinical outcomes, especially as they relate to new and less invasive
procedures, and the evaluation of novel surgical techniques. He is interested in the broad definition
of recovery from functional and physical perspectives, and how surgical care can modify the recovery
process.
Dr. Fried is currently the Edward W. Archibald Professor and Chairman of the Department of
Surgery at McGill, and Surgeon-in-Chief of the McGill University Health Centre Network in Montreal,
Canada.
Publications: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Fried+G%2C+McGill

Closing comment

Thank you for your interest and participating in this opportunity to discuss and
exchange ideas about this topic. If you would like to contribute further or be
advised of future ITCSP events, please contact the Department of the Social
Studies of Medicine at McGill University : https://www.mcgill.ca/ssom/
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